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Advanced Search Search Tips. Posted by Talking Rods on 23rd Aug This article is for some
through Plymouth and Dodge cars, along with most through s Chevy cars. Plus, this will also
work for many other early cars and light PU trucks from the 40s through the 60s that have
A-Arm, Coil Springs on the front suspension. Most of these new lowering parts are available
through Butch's or Fatman's Fabrications and from several other shops. They should come with
the necessary instructions and hardware needed. The Fatman's kits usually have a new set of
King Pins installed where required, ready to go. Some are available with the matching Dropped
Steering Arms, which you must use in order to retain the proper steering geometry for your car.
If they are NOT available, then you will need to Heat and Bend your original arms to match the
drop of your spindles. You cannot get by without this procedure. Therefore, you will be required
to install Disc Brakes in place of the drums. This is a plus, in the end, with safer brakes being
used. Another way to lower these type suspension systems is to install a set of Shortened Coil
Springs, if they are made for your vehicle. There are a couple sources for these check
Hemmings Motor News Publication. It is just a matter of removing your original coils and
replacing them with the new, shorter ones. These are usually available 1", 2" or 3" drop, with the
2" normally used. The main problem with these techniques is the choppy or stiff ride that
ensues. When you heat the coil, you change the tension and when you cut it shorter, it does the
same thing. While this will drop the front about 2" or so, I never recommend these types of
lowering anymore, from my own experience. Keep in mind, you will always need to have your
car re-aligned by a competent shop when you are finished. This is something that MUST be
done for a good driving and handling car. Tech Tips: The Front Shock is also very important. If
the front suspension is working properly, you will need to dampen it. If you have an IFS that
uses those early Delco Type Upper A-Arms with the built-in shock, you can send them off to
some shops to be rebuilt, and they will work fine. Again, Hemmings is the place to find these
type services. Check with Butch's or other shops for these replacements. Most of these older
IFS systems we work with actually work very well on today's highways. Rebuilt those upper
stock shocks and installed Vega Cross Steering on it. In the next few years, we drove it from
Dayton, Ohio to St. Shouldn't have sold it, we miss that one. Kantor Auto Parts comes to mind,
also check Hemmings for many other parts suppliers. Please wait Sign in or Create an account.
View Cart. Search Advanced Search Search Tips. Give us a call at Independent front suspension
dropped spindles lowering kits uprights reposition spindle suspension systems install a set of
shortened coil springs. Featured Products. Add To Cart. By pyrodork , February 6, in Chrysler
Products - General. Check out this website PD24 Homepage , others have done this very swap,
with some modifications it can be done. Interestingly, in Canada, all Mopars cars and trucks had
25 inch flathead 6s, they did not market or make the You will have to move your front motor
mounts forward, and somehow move the rad ahead, or eliminate the fan, and go with an electric
pusher fan, which you can buy in the 6 volt type if you need. The will give your Plymouth some
extra boost, having probably an extra HP, that you will notice Contact Don Coatney, on PD24 he
has done this very swap, He can give you some info with substance on this topic That swap is
apparently much easier on vehicles that were sold in both the US and Canada after Canadian
engine production started. However for a s Plymouth I think there would have to be major
changes made to the car to fit a 2" longer engine under the hood. For one thing, pre or so, you
can't just flip the radiator mount around and the front frame cross member would probably also
need major surgery. You can bolt any US built Plymouth or Dodge 6 cylinder passenger car
engine into your car without modifications and there should be plenty of those still available. I'd
pass on trying to put that DeSoto engine into your car If you care about judging, the Plymouth
Owners Club will check the engineering code on the engine, so you'd want an engine with a
number starting with P4. Not sure about AACA as the judges there might not know what to look
for. If it were a Canadian 37 Plym or Dodge, which shared the same body, in Canada, it would
have come witha 25 inch engine. So yours beinga ply, this could be doable, exactly whats
needed, will be your research to find out. The idea of going toa say late 50s, You would notice
some more pep with that PS go non PD24, and post some questions, lots of traffic on there, with
a lot of knowledgable Guys Steering box is usually in the way. The smalll block A' body used an
exhaust manifold that rises up to clear the OEM power steering on the driver side that might
help. I think you will still need to offset the engine a bit. It is no big deal to offset the engine as
long as the centerlines of the crankshaft and the pinion shaft are parallel. If you try to aim the
engine at the rear end you will get a vibration. There would be an order to things, no sence in
building your motor mounts if you are going too change suspension later. If you are going to
race the thing then by all means get the highest HP that you can. I have built several of these
things and I like four speeds. The problem with a built engine and a manual tranny is the
drivability. Cammed up motors with manual trannys dont go slow very well. The Hemi in my 28
Dodge wont travel at idle as the cam gets to violent on the running gear so clutch in, clutch out

constantly. I have a couple of cars that do this and I make my kids drive them. Here is a picture
of three of my cars inside the Oregon State Pen. They do an invitational car show every June. I
made the daughters drive No, Chrysler Canada did not open their engine plant until late Thus
and up Canadian-built vehicles used the 25" block. Yes, I would think that a later model engine
would prompt you to go to 12 volts. If money is an issue think carefully about making any
changes. It may look cheaper but it won't be because one thing leads to another. They aren't
that rare and a lot of guys are changing them out. If, say, through Plymouths used the same
engine, although the Plymouth model numbers change each year, the engine model number
would be the same. I have a number of Canadian parts books, but Chryco did not start listing
the model numbers until Canadian-built versions used model engines. Model is also listed in the
parts book for the US-built and early Plymouth. The tag also means the engine was rebuilt, or at
least part of it was. Will have to determine what size a model is and that will help determine the
con rods, etc. For the pistons, determine the diameter of what you have now. The cylinder bores
should be 3. Anything slightly larger will tell if the cylinders have been bored, and by how much.
You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our
community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Posted
February 6, Link to post Share on other sites. Posted February 7, Joe Cocuzza Posted February
7, Sent you an email. Posted February 8, Posted February 21, Posted February 22, One thing at a
time may work for you, but remember that one thing leads to another. Chrycoman 48 Posted
February 22, Posted February 23, edited. Posted February 23, Trying to drive while building
does not work, for me at least. Posted February 24, I can certianly appreciate that one has to be
funded to have fun with these old cars. You must pay to play!! Wheather its in parts OR labor
OR time. Posted March 15, edited. Chrycoman 48 Posted March 15, Posted March 15, Create an
account or sign in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an
account Sign up for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already
have an account? Sign In Now. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Thank you for
visiting the Vintage American Parts eBay store. Our eBay store is here for your convenience 24
hours a day 7 days a week. Vintage American Parts is the largest northeast vendor of vintage
obsolete auto parts. We stock both New Old Stock parts NOS and brand new reproduction parts
and always carry a large supply of new rubber, mechanical and trim pieces. We are your number
one source for all your restoration needs. Looking for that hard to find item? Just ask as it may
be right on the shelf waiting to be listed. Please make sure you read all auctions thoroughly and
view all pictures provided to make sure you receive the exact part that you need. We will not be
held responsible for items purchased incorrectly. We do our best to describe all items
accurately. Many of our items are old and antique and have been sitting on shelves for years
and have shelf wear. We do our best to stock the very best quality available. Please keep in
mind; many of these parts are 60, 70, 80 or even 90 years old. We did not make these items; we
are just car lovers bringing these old treasures available to you and your car s. If you have any
questions, please ask. Do you have questions about a vehicle or part, please feel free to call us.
We have a vast knowledge on restoration practices and common questions needed to get your
car running the way you want. All transactions on any unlisted merchandise will be set up
through eBay for your security and ours. Our return policy is 14 days, no questions asked. We
do not take returns on electrical parts â€” this is industry standard. We accept payment by any
of the following methods: PayPal Please pay as soon as possible after winning an auction, as
that will allow us to post your item to you sooner! Please see our positive feedback and bid with
confidence. If you have a problem with any order, please email or contact us directly before
providing negative feedback or negative detailed seller rating, so that we can fix the problem
with your order. These ratings are very important to us and affect our status on eBay. Have a
question? Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over
to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top
Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back.
Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information
moparpro Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:.
Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page
does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject
to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office
can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:. Farmingdale,
New York, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment.

For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a
new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Estimated between Thu. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new
window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of
acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Brand new master cylinder. This master cylinder is brand new with all new components, not a
rebuilt unit. Over items with more and more listed daily. We base shipping quotes on New York
to the middle of the country. Shipping to the west coast, will be more than quoted. We will
adjust the invoice at the end of the auction. For a shipping quote to the west coast, please email
us before the end of the auction. Large parts can be shipped; we crate, palletize and freight
anything and everything. We are located in Farmingdale, New York. All items are available for
pickup. Please email for shipping quotes as they are different than what is quoted in the
domestic shipping quotes. Please visit our eBay store to check out other items for sale! Thank
you for shopping at our store. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the
seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will
be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 12 items available. Please enter a number less
than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or
exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or
tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. About Us Vintage
American Parts is the largest northeast vendor of vintage obsolete auto parts. Return Our return
policy is 14 days, no questions asked. Payment We accept payment by any of the following
methods: PayPal Please pay as soon as possible after winning an auction, as that will allow us
to post your item to you sooner! Feedback Please see our positive feedback and bid with
confidence. Contact Us Have a question? PD24 replied to Pete T 's topic in Support. PD24
replied to Tom Irons 's topic in Support. PD24 replied to Michael. J 's topic in Support. PD24
replied to Adriano Faria 's topic in Support. PD24 replied to Martin A. PD24 replied to Faqole 's
topic in Support. PD24 replied to HeadStand 's topic in Support. We use technologies, such as
cookies, to customise content and advertising, to provide social media features and to analyse
traffic to the site. We also share information about your use of our site with our trusted social
media, advertising and analytics partners. See more about cookies and our Privacy Policy. Sign
in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Google. Sign In With Apple. Search In.
Implementation question. I use Adsense with an ad in the page header location. However when
users select "Unread Content" to view new posts the header ad disappears above the thread
header. No option is available for this location in the ad setup section. I suspect this behavior is
because the Unread Content is dynamic, created on the fly when the users click on Unread
Content. Would this work if placed only on the Unread Content page, or end up displaying
multiple header ads on the home landing page for the forums? Any update on 4. Second the 4.
Getting a little further but still having issues. The previous error was for a write file permissions
so I reset the API dir to from Now Im getting the following error on install After the install what
should the file permissions be set to? This time it correctly identified it was an update, not a
new install. However I got a new error? There was an error installing the resource, please
submit a support ticket for further assistance. Is that your error or IPS error? Just did my 4. I did
a couple more cache refreshes and the prompt for the Marketplace Setup just showed up. I'll set
it up and give it another try. I get: An application is already installed that uses the same

Application Key, this application cannot be installed unless the other is removed. I tried but It
doesn't provide access a file for download. Or is that the time frame for after the renewal? How
do I download an update for IPS 4. Great plugin, just works. I guess AdSense is cracking down
on ads displaying on non content pages. Been using Adsense for years then suddenly get a
warning. Anybody have an explanation as to why this occurs and how to fix? You get when
trying to install an application via ACP and I'm pretty sure it a privs issue. I'm getting it with
member map but when searching I see it appearing in many different applications out of the
marketplace. Thank you! Would like to start one with popular topics for the previous week
emailed to registered users. Does IPS 4. Would like to include topic, link back in the email and
made a couple lines from the first post in the thread. Bit more info as I have been working with
IPS support. They wanted me install a brand new application from a. I tried it this morning sticky
notes app and the install had no issues and is functional. IPS feels this indicates something is
going on specifically with the membermap install that is causing the issue. IPS support also
indicated you should contact them if you think it is something specifically in the IPS product
that is causing the install issue. For now, until we get the install issue resolved, I have turned off
easycron instead using activit. After upgrading IPS to 4. I use easycron for the tasks. IPS
support said the problem with easycron not working was because I was running the previous
version of membermap 5. Prior to the IPS 4. So that is when I tried to do the membermap
upgrade for the 4. In Applications it indicated an upgrade was available This was a membermap
upgrade, not fresh install. Sorry for the confusion. If I disable the app for now will it stop the
issue with easycron? I'll give it another try today. Everything came back Ok, green. Uploaded
the tar file from the marketplace and tried to install via Applications in the IPS Admin center.
Which dir permissions to I need to verify? Is this the correct forum for support? Tried to run the
3. What next? Can threads already created be moved into as a new showcase? I have users who
already created threads about their project builds. I'm hoping this will allow me to consolidate
them into one location and make it easier for members to find specific cars. New user, initial set
up going pretty good. Couple questions: Anyway to suppress the duplicate title and question
directly underneath i the pop up? Second, how do we edit the tab name? I don't see any way to
edit in the menu manager. Thanks for updating this! Makes it easier for the mods when a
member can give them a post number in a large thread. Never mind, figured it out. Problem
installing 4. I don't see "Upload new version" option. Banner for "Update Available" indicates
version 3. To reinstall the application you must first uninstall it. Do I need to do 3. Sign in Sign
Up. Important Information We use technologies, such as cookies, to customise content and
advertising, to provide social media features and to analyse traffic to the site. I accept. See
reputation activity. December 27, October 2, October 20, September 7, July 5, PD24 replied to
Pete T 's topic in Support. PD24 replied to Tom Irons 's topic in Support. PD24 replied to
Michael. J 's topic in Support. PD24 replied to Adriano Faria 's topic in Support. PD24 replied to
Martin A. We use technologies, such as cookies, to customise content and advertising, to
provide social media features and to analyse traffic to the site. We also share information about
your use of our site with our trusted social media, advertising and analytics partners. See more
about cookies and our Privacy Policy. Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with
Google. Sign In With Apple. Search In. About PD Recent Profile Visitors 3, profile views.
KiwiGym December 27, Morgin October 2, Daniel Wolf October 20, Implementation question. I
use Adsense with an ad in the page header location. However when users select "Unread
Content" to view new posts the header ad disappears above the thread header. No option is
available for this location in the ad setup section. I suspect this behavior is because the Unread
Content is dynamic, created on the fly when the users click on Unread Content. Would this work
if placed only on the Unread Content page, or end up displaying multiple header ads on the
home landing page for the forums? Any update on 4. Second the 4. Getting a little further but
still having issues. The previous error was for a write file permissions so I reset the API dir to
from Now Im getting the following error on install After the install what should the file
permissions be set to? Adriano Faria reacted to a post in a topic: Links Directory September 21,
This time it correctly identified it was an update, not a new install. However I got a new error?
There was an error installing the resource, please submit a support ticket for further assistance.
Is that your error or IPS error? Just did my 4. I did a couple more cache refreshes and the
prompt for the Marketplace Setup just showed up. I'll set it up and give it another try. I get: An
application is already installed that uses the same Application Key, this application cannot be
installed unless the other is removed. I tried but It doesn't provide access a file for download. Or
is that the time frame for after the renewal? How do I download an update for IPS 4. Great
plugin, just works. I guess AdSense is cracking down on ads displaying on non content pages.
Been using Adsense for years then suddenly get a warning. Anybody have an explanation as to
why this occurs and how to fix? You get when trying to install an application via ACP and I'm

pretty sure it a privs issue. I'm getting it with member map but when searching I see it appearing
in many different applications out of
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the marketplace. Thank you! Would like to start one with popular topics for the previous week
emailed to registered users. Does IPS 4. Would like to include topic, link back in the email and
made a couple lines from the first post in the thread. Bit more info as I have been working with
IPS support. They wanted me install a brand new application from a. I tried it this morning sticky
notes app and the install had no issues and is functional. IPS feels this indicates something is
going on specifically with the membermap install that is causing the issue. IPS support also
indicated you should contact them if you think it is something specifically in the IPS product
that is causing the install issue. For now, until we get the install issue resolved, I have turned off
easycron instead using activit. Sign in Sign Up. Important Information We use technologies,
such as cookies, to customise content and advertising, to provide social media features and to
analyse traffic to the site. I accept.

